CAR OF THE YEAR
THE WORLD’S MOST AMAZING MACHINES GO HEAD TO HEAD

FEBRUARY 2018
WHEN AN OWNER NAMES A YACHT AFTER HIS FAVORITE WHITE WINE... and then insists on having the wine cellar near to his stateroom, that yacht gains instant cult status in the charter world. Vertige, the 164-foot Tankoa superyacht, takes its name from a Condrieu appellation in the Rhône Valley known for its rare perfumes, light acidity, subtle fruit taste, and hint of violet. Chartering in the Caribbean for this winter and the Mediterranean next summer, Vertige shares the wine’s eclectic qualities. The Francesco Paszkowski design has a breakthrough exterior; with larger and smarter social zones than any yacht of its size and an interior with unusual features like a VIP stateroom next to the master suite, two foldout balconies in the master, and a stern beach club converted into a full gym so guests can work out just a few feet from the ocean.

Vertige’s crew is also a standout in the charter world. On a charter in the Grenadines last Thanksgiving, captain Filippo Belli arranged for a treasure hunt: a treasure map of the Caribbean, for the young guests onboard. Forget the plastic treasure box and cheap costumes: The captain buried a real wooden chest in a remote cove, created a series of maps for the children to follow, filled up a rum bottle with cool tea, and then had the crew dress up as pirates, with a mermaid mixed in to add an extra dimension to the Disney-like adventure. The hunt was followed by a traditional Thanksgiving dinner by chef Ernesto Polli, whose menu range from filet mignon with a reduced red wine sauce to local seafood and creviche. A recent lunch for an onboard party in Antigua included Italian specialties like bottarga and truffle butter flown in from Sicily, along with jumbo shrimp and other seafood delicacies. The Argentine-trained chef experiments with local dishes from his international travels, but also has a stable of tried-and-true favorites. Belli sees Vertige’s mission as one that will accommodate whatever charter dreams his clients want, including last-minute itinerary changes. Next summer, the yacht has been chartered for the Monaco Grand Prix, along with stops in Croatia, Greece, and Turkey. Charter guests choose their own itineraries.

THE SMART DESIGN AND FIRST-RATE CREW OF THIS YACHT, NAMED FOR THE OWNER’S

FAVORITE FRENCH WINE, OFFERS A VINTAGE CHARTER EXPERIENCE. BY MICHAEL VERDON
FORWARD THINKING

Vertige’s advantage as a charter vessel comes through the elaborate social zones across its exterior. A favorite is the square-shaped enclave on the foredeck, with space for a dozen or more people. The unusually large space has tables, lounges, and up to 12 sunbeds. Captains turn the area into an oasis cooled by ocean breezes. Most guests gravitate forward to this area, especially when the yacht is steaming in a part like Antigua or Saint-Tropez, because it offers privacy from the docks. On the sundeck above is another gathering point, with five sunbeds forming a semicircle around a Jacuzzi. Typically, this area has an upper helm station under a hardtop. But Packwoodi turned this prime real estate into the ultimate room with a view, placing the hard top and lounges farther back, with an open space at the rear for another exceptional water view over the stern. The owner wanted to always feel close to the ocean aboard Vertige, so Packwoodi accommodated with see-through glass bulwarks at the rear of the decks, unusually large terraces, and foldout terraces along the main deck that open outward to place guests directly above the water.

A BREAKTHROUGH EXTERIOR, WITH LARGER AND SMARTER SOCIAL ZONES THAN ANY YACHT OF ITS SIZE.
Beyond Palli’s broad culinary range, Vertige’s interior dining room on the main deck and the upper-deck exterior dining table for 14 were designed to make memories. The formal dining is elegant but not stuffy, surrounded by teak floors and 1950s-inspired rosewood furniture that give the saloon a calming but formal presence. By contrast, the alfresco table is more for informal feasts or big get-togethers, where big platters of creative salads and fresh seafood are served family-style around the table. At the rear of this deck is a couch that can fit up to 20 people who want to enjoy the view after a fine meal.

**GOOD EATS**

**CHARTERING VERTIGE**

**BUILDER:** Tankoa  
**DELIVERED:** 2017  
**LENGTH:** 164 feet  
**CABINS:** 6  
**GUESTS:** 12

**CRUISING AREAS:** Caribbean in winter; Eastern/Western Mediterranean in summer  
**WEEKLY RATES:** From $250,000 per week  
**HIGHLIGHTS:** Exceptional exterior social zones; full gym in the beach club; two foldout balconies in the master suite; VIP on same floor as master; crew willing to go above and beyond

**CONTACT:** Northrop & Johnson, northropandjohnson.com